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What is the difference
between ‘genetics,’ ‘genomics’
and ‘genome’?
Genetics is a branch of
biology focused on heredity and
variation of organisms. In simpler
terms, genetics focuses on the
characteristics or traits that are
passed from parents to children,
from one generation to another.
Genomics is a scientific discipline
focused on genetic mapping, DNA
sequencing and analysis of the
complete genome of an organism,
including organizing the results in
databases.
Genome refers to the genetic
material of an organism.

acid. In 1953, researchers described
the structure of DNA as a
double helix. Twenty-two years
later, in 1975, methods of DNA
sequencing were developed – that
is, determining the sequence of the
building blocks of DNA, referred to
as nucleotides.
A nucleotide consists of three
components: a sugar molecule
(deoxyribose in DNA), a phosphate
group and a nitrogen-containing
base. The nitrogenous bases include
cytosine (C), guanine (G), adenine
(A) and thymine (T).
The double helix, similar to
a spiral staircase, allows DNA
the ability to store and transmit
information. The bases link across
the two strands of the double helix:
C pairs with G, and A pairs with T.
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When were the first studies
of genetics conducted?
Early studies investigating the
genetic material of life began with
Gregor Mendel, who published his
research results in 1865. Through
the use of peas in crossbreeding
experiments, Mendel reported the
inheritance of characteristics or
traits occurred via units (which
would later be described as genes).
In 1944, scientists at the
Rockefeller Institute in New York
reported that the genetic material
was “DNA” or deoxyribonucleic

What are genes?
The genetic code describes the
relationship between the bases (A,
C, G and T) along a single strand.
The alphabet (A, C, G and T)
forms a codon – a group of three
letters – that code for specific amino
acids, e.g., “AGC” is the codon for
the amino acid serine. A gene is
a sequence of nucleotides along a
DNA strand that spells out codons
(in three-letter sequences) that
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The bovine genome has approximately
22,000 genes, of which 80 percent are
the same as human genes.
direct the sequence of amino acids
necessary to form a protein.
Therefore, each gene combines
the four bases in various order to
spell out three-letter codons that
specify which amino acid is needed
at every step in making a protein
which determines the form and
function of the organism.
When animals produce gametes
(sperm in the male and oocytes in
the female), each gamete may not
carry the exact same DNA sequence,
i.e., a polymorphism (poly = many,
morph = form) may occur which
involves one of two or more variants
of a particular DNA sequence.
The most common
polymorphism involves variation
at a single base pair. This variation
is called a single-nucleotide
polymorphism, or SNP (pronounced
“snip”) and may serve as a marker
for a variety of genes. Scientists
are currently studying how “snips”
in the genome are associated with
disease, production traits and

fertility in livestock.

When was the genome
of cattle first described?
In 2009, after six years of research
by 300 scientists from 25 countries,
the genome of cattle was decoded
and the results published in Science
magazine. The bovine genome has
approximately 22,000 genes, of which
80 percent are the same as human
genes. On-going investigations of
the bovine genome are centered on
understanding the genes associated
with disease, production traits such as
milk, fat and protein, and fertility.
B. Glaze and J.C. Dalton are with
University of Idaho. D.A. Moore is
with Washington State University.
References omitted due to space
but are available upon request.
—Excerpts from DAIReXNET
website. Visit www.extension.org/
dairy_cattle for more information.

If you enjoy Tom Heck’s
column, Life on the
Family Farm Under an
Open Heaven, now you
can enjoy more of his
stories. His new book
is now available. This
compilation of Tom’s
beloved columns is 253
pages in a soft cover.
It will make a great
Christmas gift.

Find us on Facebook and view products
in action on our YouTube channel!

• High capacity 10 foot (3 m) PTO grinder
• Heavy duty 43 inch (109 cm)
hammermill
• 40% more under-screen area
• Hydraulic folding 24-inch (61 cm)
stacking conveyor
• Grinds hay, straw, stover, grain, bark,
mulch and brush
Call today or visit us online to learn more.

888-387-1005

Make checks payable and send to:
Tom Heck, 21079 80th St. Bloomer, WI 54724
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$15 each, plus
$4 shipping and
ha
handling, or order two
o
or more at $15 each
a get free shipping
and
and handling.
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